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Volume A 

 

1. Which platform is supported for an InfoSphere Guardium virtual appliance build?  

 

A. IBM PowerVM  

 

B. Citrix Xen server  

 

C. VMWare ESX server  

 

D. Microsoft Hyper-V server  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

2. Which component of the Guardium solution will terminate the database connection as part of Data 

access level control / blocking functionality?  

 

A. S-GATE functionality within CAS agent running on the database server.  

 

B. S-GATE functionality within S-GATE agent running on database server.  

 

C. S-GATE functionality within S-TAP process running on database server.  

 

D. S-GATE functionality within sniffer process running of Guardium collector.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

3. What is an advantage of using S-TAP terminate action in the policy over S-GATE terminate?  

 

A. There is no need to install the S-GATE agent on the database server and as a result it's easier to 

deploy.  

 

B. The decision to terminate is done by S-TAP and as a result it has significant positive impact on 

collector's performance.  

 

C. The decision to terminate is done by S-TAP and as a result there is no need to wait for verdict from 

sniffer and there is no delay in termination.  
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D. The database activity is not held by S-TAP before it accesses the database and as a result there is no 

impact to customers' applicationsperformance.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

4. Quarantine is available for which types of rule(s) in the policy?  

 

A. access rule only  

 

B. access and exception rules  

 

C. access, exception and extrusion rules  

 

D. access, exception, extrusion and ignore rules  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

5. Given the following configuration in the guard_tap.ini:  

 

Which statement is true?  

 

A. Because firewall_installed=0, no sessions will be terminated.  

 

B. Because firewall_default_state=1, all connections will not be monitored.  

 

C. Because the firewall_default_state=1, all connections will be terminated.  

 

D. Because firewall_timeout=10 and firewall_fail_close=0, if there is no answer from the Guardium 

appliance within 10 minutes, the session will beterminated.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

6. Guardium environment consists of one collector and STAP installed on Unix database server. The 

guard_tap.ini parameters:  
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What is the expected result, if privileged user connects to the database and runs a SELECT statement on 

sensitive object?  

 

A. Privileged user will be successful in running SELECT statement and getting results with no delay.  

 

B. The connection will be terminated 10 seconds after SELECT statement is run; no results will be 

returned.  

 

C. The connection will be terminated immediately after SELECT statement is run; no results will be 

returned.  

 

D. Privileged user will be successful in running SELECT statement and getting results after 10 seconds 

delay.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

7. Which statement is true for S-TAP/K-TAP on UNIX platforms?  

 

A. A server reboot is required after new installations of S-TAP.  

 

B. A server reboot is required only if K-TAP is installed with S-TAP.  

 

C. A server reboot is only required after installing S-TAP on specific database types.  

 

D. A server reboot is required to completely remove the K-TAP following an S-TAP uninstall.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

8. Which ports are used by Windows S-TAP?  

 

A. 9500 TCP (unencrypted) and 8075 TCP (encrypted)  

 

B. 16016 TCP (unencrypted) and 16018 TCP (encrypted)  
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C. 9500 TCP (unencrypted) and 8075 UDP (heartbeat signal)  

 

D. 16016 TCP (unencrypted) and 16018 UDP (heartbeat signal)  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

9. Which parameter should be used to enable K-TAP upgrade without server reboot?  

 

A. KTAP_ENABLED set to "1"  

 

B. KTAP_LIVE_UPDATE set to "Y"  

 

C. KTAP_FAST_FILE_VERDICT set to "1"  

 

D. KTAP_ALLOW_MODULE_COMBOS set to "Y"  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

10. Which operating system requires that the oracle executable be instrumented prior to activating 

A-TAP?  

 

A. AIX  

 

B. Linux  

 

C. Solaris  

 

D. HP-UX  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

11. Which Operating System requires a restart of the database instance (and listener, if appropriate) in 

order to properly log traffic following a new S-TAP installation?  

 

A. AIX  

 

B. Linux  

 

C. Solaris  
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D. HP-UX  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

12. Which platform requires A-TAP configuration to monitor DB2 shared memory activity?  

 

A. AIX  

 

B. Solaris  

 

C. Red Hat  

 

D. Windows  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

13. What is the default time of the command "store uid_chain_polling_interval <N>" where N is time in 

minutes?  

 

A. 2 minutes  

 

B. 30 minutes  

 

C. 60 minutes  

 

D. 720 minutes  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

14. Which method stops a non-GIM installed Windows S-TAP?  

 

A. Invoking the "stop winstap" command.  

 

B. Stopping the GUARDIUM_STAP service.  

 

C. Ending Guardium S-TAP process through Task Manager.  

 

D. Removing S-TAP from startup programs and rebooting server.  

 

Answer: B  
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